Protection of Cable and Wireless Superannuation Fund
The following correspondence may be of interest to members who may wish to air their
views/
Hi Bill,
I attended yesterdays AGM and the business of the sale of CWC to Liberty Global.
No mention was made of pension fund protection.
Can you advise how the fund will be protested in future by LG which I gather takes on
responsibility for topping up the fund. (I think the last few years that's been to the tune of
£30 million or so pa.)
LG of course is outside the jurisdiction of British Courts.
I called 'Pensions' and they simply said if there is a shortfall through LG not being able to
provide funding the UK pensions protection scheme takes over.
I've checked the CWC pensions website and also candwpensionersreconnect but see
nothing on this issue.
Can you help please, or let me know who can.
Thanks and Regards,
Gwyther Joyce (No 082757)	
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Thank you for your email, I Just run the website which initially was for BT Pensioners. As it
was reasonably successful and because I am also a CW pensioner, I created the
associated site for CW pensioners
which is far less successful. Apart from the register and search aspects the Site for CW
Pensioners is not much more than a template. The expectation was that pensioners
themselves would provide copy for the various topics but that hasn't happened.
I do admire your enquiring mind on the subject of protection of the pension fund but I don't
have have any knowledge of pension matters so I can't really help.
I am aware that the directors seem have carried out a deliberate strategy to get to the stage
where the company will no longer exist and they come out of it with huge Multi £1M pay off
possibly to the detriment of the Pension Fund.
First company was run down to become a fraction of its former strength and worth. Then to
create an attractive package there were two more major changes, the split into two
separate companies CW Worldwide and CW Communications with a corresponding
separation of the C&W Pension Assets Note; In 2009 the fund had a deficit of £305M
Finally the Pension Fund Trustees became entirely responsible for administering the Fund
and both companies were divested of responsibility for the pension fund. £1Bn of the
Pension Funds assets were transferred to the Prudential company in exchange for a Bulk
Annuity which is seen as lowering exposure to future risk as well as making the company
more attractive as a Takeover target.
My impression is that Liberty Global takes over C& W Comms with no responsibilities for
the Pension Fund and you need to address any concerns you have, to the Trustees.
The attached letter from the Trustees to pensioners may be of interest if you have not
already seen it.

Please keep me posted on any progress you make.
Regards
Bill
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

